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The effects of constrained sample dimensions on the mechanical behavior of crystalline materials have been extensively investigated. However, there is no clear understanding of these effects in nano-sized amorphous samples. Herein, nanoindentation together with finite element simulations are used to compare the properties of crystalline and glassy CoNi(Re)P electrodeposited nanowires (d ≈ 100 nm) with films (3 μm thick) of analogous composition and structure. The results reveal that amorphous nanowires exhibit a larger hardness, lower Young’s modulus and higher plasticity index than glassy films. Conversely, the very large hardness and higher Young’s modulus of crystalline nanowires are accompanied by a decrease in plasticity with respect to the homologous crystalline films. Remarkably, proper interpretation of the mechanical properties of the nanowires requires taking the curved geometry of the indented surface and sink-in effects into account. These findings are of high relevance for optimizing the performance of new, mechanically-robust, nanoscale materials for increasingly complex miniaturized devices.

1. Introduction

The rapid progress in different fields of nanotechnology has prompted an unprecedented revolution in the methods to synthesize materials with nanoscale lateral dimensions and the procedures to assemble them into miniaturized devices. When the size of a given object is reduced to the sub-micrometer range, many of its properties become radically different from bulk properties. From a mechanical viewpoint, the size effects manifest in variations of hardness, H, Young’s modulus, E, or plasticity.1 In nano-sized crystalline materials an increase of the yield stress occurs as a result of lateral confinement and the need to create the so-called “geometrically-necessary dislocations” in order to accommodate the imposed shear strain.2–4 Conversely, the reduction of lateral size is usually detrimental in terms of ductility, since dislocations have difficulties nucleating and gliding in small crystals.

Because of the lack of a crystallographic structure, amorphous metallic alloys do not deform via propagation of dislocations. Instead, plastic flow in these materials is accompanied by the net creation of free volume.5,6 The excess free volume tends to coalesce into shear bands, leading to inhomogeneous plastic flow and premature fracture.6–7 It has been suggested that this embrittlement becomes less significant if the sample is smaller than the “process zone size”, i.e., the critical size of the plastic zone at the tip of a sharp crack, typically of the order of a few μm.7 For extremely small (sub-200 nm) samples, embryonic shear bands cannot fully develop and homogeneous deformation occurs.8–11

The effect of constrained sample dimensions on H and E in amorphous alloys remains controversial. While some researchers have shown that the trend “smaller is stronger” for crystalline materials remains valid for metallic glasses,10,12 others have reported the opposite.9,13,14 It has also been proposed
that the yield stress in amorphous alloys can be size-independent.\textsuperscript{15-17} This lack of clear understanding is due to several reasons. First, bulk samples patterned by a focused ion beam (FIB) usually suffer from Ga\textsuperscript{+} contamination, which can increase the measured strength.\textsuperscript{18,19} Likewise, metallic glasses micromachined in the supercooled liquid region can undergo partial nanocrystallization, thus precluding a clear-cut study of the intrinsic sample size effects. Furthermore, some experimental artifacts can dramatically increase the measured yield stress during microcompression experiments.\textsuperscript{15,20} These include the existence of a tapering angle in the tested microcolumns, combined microbending/microcompression effects, or differences in the strain rate as a function of sample diameter.

In this work, electrodeposition is used to prepare a series of CoNi(Re)P nanowires (NWs) ($\phi \approx 100$ nm), with a tunable composition and structure (amorphous versus crystalline) using a single electrolytic bath by varying the applied current density. This synthetic approach overcomes the problems associated with post-deposition patterning procedures. The mechanical behavior of these NWs is assessed by nanoindentation, similar to previous studies on metallic and oxide crystalline NWs.\textsuperscript{21,22} The properties of the NWs are compared to those of films (3 $\mu$m thick) with an analogous composition and structure, also prepared by electrodeposition\textsuperscript{23} and measured under exactly the same indentation conditions. The results reveal that the trends in the plasticity and elastic modulus of the NWs, the indenter tip radius, the influence of the substrate, and the lack of lateral confinement on the constraint factor (for the nanowires), all playing a role in the actual stress concentrations.\textsuperscript{21} The thermal drift during nanoindentation was kept below 0.05 nm s\textsuperscript{-1} in all cases. Proper corrections for the contact area (calibrated with a fused quartz specimen), instrument compliance, and initial penetration depth were applied. From the calibration with the fused quartz sample, the actual tip radius was estimated to be approximately 250 nm. $H$ and $E_r$ values were first obtained by the method of Oliver and Pharr,\textsuperscript{24} considering both the films and the nanowires as flat surfaces. Some considerations on the corrections for the contact area due to the curvature of the nanowires, analogous to those reported by other authors,\textsuperscript{25} are given in the ESI.\textsuperscript{†} Additional effects such as barreling of the nanowires, the indenter tip radius, the influence of the substrate, and the lack of lateral confinement on the constraint factor (for the nanowires), all playing a role in the actual values of $H$ and $E$, have been investigated by 3D FEM. The plasticity index was calculated from the ratio between the plastic and total (plastic + elastic) indentation energies, $U_{pl}/U_{tot}$. These energies are calculated from the area enclosed between the loading and unloading curves ($U_{pl}$) and the area enclosed between the loading curve and the displacement axis ($U_{tot}$). A total of 40 nanoindents per sample were carried out for statistical purposes. The standard deviation is given as error in the results in Table 1. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to locate the NWs in the TEM grid (prior to nanoindentation) and also to image the indentation imprints left on the NW surface. A Dual Scope\textsuperscript{TM} C-26 AFM system (Danish Micro Engineering) working in AC mode and equipped with a commercial silicon tip (50–100 kHz resonance frequency) was used. Post-test imaging provided the ability to verify that the
tests were carried out in the pre-specified locations, thus ensuring the reliability of the obtained data (see the ESI†).

2.3. Finite element simulations

The 3D finite-element simulations of the nanoindentation curves were performed using the ABAQUS software. A Young’s modulus of 1100 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.07, and an isotropic, pressure-independent, behavior are assumed for the diamond indenter. The actual rounding of the tip ($R_{\text{tip}} = 250 \text{ nm}$) was taken into account. For the material, elasto-plastic responses using both the conventional Tresca and the pressure-dependent Mohr–Coulomb yield criteria, with variable internal friction coefficients and cohesive stress, were calculated and compared with the experimental results. The output from the simulations also included stress contour mappings of the deformed region beneath the indenter. For additional details on FEM, see the ESI†.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis, composition and structure of CoNi(Re)P nanowires and films

The CoNi(Re)P NWs were grown inside the pores of AAO templates, as depicted in Fig. 1 (see the ESI† for details). Table 1 lists the composition of the CoNi(Re)P samples selected for nanoindentation experiments (see also Fig. S1, ESI†). The values of the peak pulse current density ($j_{\text{on}}$) and cathodic current density ($j_{\text{c}}$) used to prepare these samples, together with the corresponding crystallographic structures, are indicated as a guide.
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Fig. 2 depicts the mechanical characterization procedure used to measure the NWs. First, individual NWs were carefully adhered to a marked TEM grid using a special gluing procedure (Fig. 2a). Subsequently, the indented NWs were imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 2b). Contrary to other studies, the AFM tip was not directly used for nanoindentation since this poses problems in assuring that the AFM tip remains perpendicular to the surface during the entire test. Hence, slip friction artifacts, which would have made the study less reliable, were avoided.

Fig. 3 shows a representative FIB cross-section of CoNi(Re)P NWs embedded in the AAO template. As can be observed, the length of the NWs is approximately 1 μm. Fig. 3b shows a TEM image of a bundle of Co75Ni11Re8P6 NWs (j = −210 mA cm⁻²) obtained after removing the AAO matrix. Fig. 3c shows a detailed zoomed image of the morphology at the center of one of these NWs. The corresponding HRTEM image is presented in Fig. 3d. Lattice fringes can be clearly distinguished, thus showing the high crystallinity of the sample. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern in the inset displays spotty rings. Fig. 3e shows the HRTEM image and the SAED pattern of a ternary Co79Ni11P10 NW. In this case the crystallites are smaller compared to the previous sample. Accordingly, its SAED pattern features diffuse rings, indicating an ultra-nanocrystalline structure. Finally, the Co44Ni30Re12P14 NW shows an amorphous structure, as evidenced by the broad halo centered at 2θ ≈ 44°. The formation of amorphous CoNiReP NWs is mainly attributed to the increase in both the Re and P content, which is in agreement with previous work on electrodeposition of CoNiReP continuous films. The XRD patterns of the CoNi(Re)P continuous films with analogous compositions are also shown in ESI Fig. S2.† The Co70Ni10Re10P5 film is crystalline (hcp structure) and is textured in the (002) plane. The ternary Co90Ni10P5 also shows an hcp structure. Finally, the Co42Ni34Re11P13 film is entirely amorphous.

3.2. Mechanical properties and finite element modelling

Representative nanoindentation curves of the samples listed in Table 1 are plotted in Fig. 4. Interestingly, while for nanocrystalline CoNiReP NWs deposited dropwise onto the surface of an adherent coating previously deposited onto a TEM grid (which contained reference marks, not drawn), the nanoindentation of a single NW using a conventional indenter tip, subsequent imaging using an atomic force microscope (AFM) and a real 3D AFM image corresponding to an indent performed onto a Co44Ni30Re12P14 amorphous NW.
talline alloys the maximum penetration depth is larger for films than for homologous NWs (Fig. 4b and c), the opposite is observed for glassy samples (Fig. 4a). In general, caution must be taken when comparing the nanomechanical properties of small samples with those tabulated for bulk samples. Hardness depends on the applied load during nanoindentation. This “indentation size effect (ISE)” is due to the need to create geometrically-necessary dislocations in small indentations in crystalline materials and to deformation-induced creation of free volume in amorphous alloys.\cite{5,27} Hence, the properties of nanoscale objects and those of the corresponding bulk materials should ideally be measured under the same experimental conditions (applied load, strain rate, etc.) in order to be comparable. This is why the same low value of maximum applied load is used here for both the NWs and the films.

The values of $H$ and reduced Young’s modulus ($E'$) calculated using the conventional method of Oliver and Pharr are listed in Table 1 and, as expected from the load-displacement curves, the amorphous NWs are apparently softer than the glassy films. However, this model does not take into account the curvature of the NWs. By geometrically considering the actual tip radius (approximately 250 nm) and the diameter of the NWs (100 nm), an estimate of how the contact area (and therefore $H$ and $E'$) becomes modified compared to indentation on a flat surface can be made. Taking this into account, $H$ in the NWs (both crystalline and amorphous) is dramatically enhanced with respect to the films (for example, from 7.6 GPa to the unrealistic value of 36 GPa for the Co$_{44}$Ni$_{30}$Re$_{12}$P$_{14}$ NWs, see the ESI†).

A more accurate approach is to perform three-dimensional (3D) FEM taking the following issues into account: (i) the radius of curvature of the tip, (ii) the effect of curvature of the NWs on the resulting contact area, (iii) the lack of lateral confinement in the NWs (i.e., constraint factor), (iv) the possible influence of the substrate, (v) eventual pile-up/sink-in effects and (vi) the actual yielding criterion operative in the glassy and crystalline alloys.

Remarkably, yielding in metallic glasses cannot be simply described by the usual von Mises or Tresca criteria, as for crystalline metals, since normal stress components acting on the shear plane play a key role at the onset of plasticity.\cite{5,28-30} This effect, which needs to be taken into account in the simulations, is captured by the Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion, which is expressed as $\tau_y = c - \beta_{MC} \times \sigma_n$, where $\tau_y$ is the shear stress on the slip plane at yielding, $c$ is the shear strength (also termed cohesive stress), $\sigma_n$ is the normal stress acting on the shear plane and $\beta_{MC}$ denotes the internal friction coefficient. The simulations on the amorphous continuous film reveal that this alloy exhibits $E = 151$ GPa, a friction angle of $11^\circ$ ($\beta_{MC} = 0.194$) and a cohesive stress of 2 GPa (Fig. 5a). From the contact area, as determined by the 3D model, a hardness of 12.0 GPa is obtained for the amorphous film, which is slightly larger than the value directly determined using the method of Oliver and Pharr ($H_{O-P} = 8.9$ GPa, see Table 1). This difference is ascribed to the presence of the sink-in, as evidenced in Fig. 5c. If the same parameters ($c = 2$ GPa, $\beta_{MC} = 0.194$, $E = 151$ GPa) are used to model the load-displacement indentation behavior of the amorphous NWs (curves in blue in Fig. 5b), the penetration depth is largely overestimated for any given value of the applied load, both considering elastic or rigid substrates. An agreement between the calculated and the experimental load-displacement indentation curves necessarily required lowering $E$ and $\beta_{MC}$ while significantly enhancing the cohesive stress (i.e., $E = 140$ GPa, $\beta_{MC} = 0.123$ and $c = 9$ GPa) and using a rigid substrate (see Fig. 5b). Similar to the case of the amorphous film, $H$ in the glassy nanowire was directly determined from the contact area assessed from the FEM, leading to $H_{Sim} = 23$ GPa. Hence, the
amorphous NWs clearly exhibit a lower friction coefficient and Young’s modulus but a higher hardness than the glassy films, once the nanoindentation results are properly interpreted with the use of the 3D FEM. The evolution of the stress contour mappings as a function of the applied load, both for the amorphous films and NWs, is shown in Movies V1 and V2 of the ESI.† The slight curvature of the loading part of the simulated nanoindentation curve is related to barreling of the nanowire (Fig. 5e). Due to this barreling, the cross section of the nanowire becomes flattened, as evidenced in Fig. 5d and f. The 3D FEM provides significant insight, because it reveals that the amorphous NWs are in fact not mechanically softer (as predicted by the method of Oliver and Pharr), but mechanically harder (see Table 1). The 3D FEM was also used to estimate $H$ of the crystalline films and NWs (using the Tresca yield criteria). Although the agreement between the experimental and simulated curves was not as good in this case (see the ESI†), it is clear that the relative increase of $H$ between the nanocrystalline films and NWs is much larger than that observed between the amorphous films and NWs (Table 1).

Table 1 also lists the values of the plasticity index ($U_{pl}/U_{tot}$, where $U_{pl}$ and $U_{tot}$ are the plastic and total indentation energies). Remarkably, the area encompassed between the loading and unloading segments (the plasticity index) is reduced in the amorphous film compared to the NWs (and vice versa for the crystalline alloys). The reduced sample size of the amorphous NWs also appears to cause deviations from the deformation map proposed by Schuh et al.,31 since plastic flow was found to be homogeneous in spite of the relatively slow indentation strain rates (see the ESI†).

The difference in $H$ and $E$, between the crystalline NWs and films could be ascribed to the existing crystallographic texture,
differences in the mean crystallite size and sample size effects (see the ESIF for a detailed description of these effects).\textsuperscript{32–36} Unlike crystalline alloys, metallic glasses do not deform by the propagation of dislocations but via activation of “shear transformation zones (STZ)”, which are clusters of atoms that move together under the action of a shear stress.\textsuperscript{6} The configuration rearrangements of STZ are accompanied by the creation of free volume, which locally coalesces to form embryonic shear bands. The rapid propagation of fully-developed shear bands leads to mechanical softening and catastrophic failure. In brittle materials (such as metallic glasses), an increase of yield stress (and $H$) with the decrease of sample size is expected since the probability of finding the pre-existing mechanically-weak flaws (which are nucleation sites for shear bands) is lower for smaller samples. Following this reasoning, an increase of yield stress with the reduction of sample size can be anticipated for micrometer-sized amorphous samples where deformation is still heterogeneous.\textsuperscript{7} However, shear band activity is totally inhibited in samples of reduced dimensions (of the order of 100 nm) or if the applied load is sufficiently low.\textsuperscript{7,37–39} In the homogeneous deformation regime (as in the NWs herein investigated), the dependence of the yield stress on the sample size remains less explored and poorly understood. As the sample size becomes comparable to the shear band thickness (ca. 20–30 nm), the number of flaw sites for favorable shear band initiation becomes highly reduced. In the limiting case of a flawless metallic glass, the stress for homogeneous deformation would become much higher than the stress required for the onset of heterogeneous plastic flow, as the main plastic deformation mechanism of metallic glasses (i.e., the propagation and branching of shear bands) would be precluded. On the other hand, in nanoscale samples (both crystalline and amorphous), the high surface area-to-volume ratio promotes surface diffusion effects that can a priori lead to elastic softening. Surface atoms are less constrained than the inner ones, thereby making the NW easier to deform in the elastic regime. This reasoning can explain the decrease of $E_r$ in the glassy NWs compared to the corresponding films. The increase of the plasticity index observed in the amorphous Co$_{44}$Ni$_{30}$Re$_{12}$P$_{14}$ NWs with respect to the homologous glassy films is also probably due to the enhanced surface diffusion paths that promote a larger plastic flow compared to the glassy films that also deform in the homogeneous regime. Such effects are less clear for the crystalline NWs probably because the long-range crystallographic order makes all atoms (irrespective of their location in the NW) more stably bonded. Our results indicate that the relative changes in the hardness in the crystalline NWs are larger than that in the amorphous NWs. This observation is probably related to the profound effects of lateral confinement on the nucleation and propagation of dislocations inside the NWs, which causes stress concentrations similar to the Hall–Petch effect. The moderate increase of $H$ in the glassy NWs is probably linked to the lower probability of finding flaw defects for free volume creation as compared to the glassy films. The lack of shear bands in the NWs (due to their small size) also avoids strain softening which usually occurs in bulk metallic glasses. Furthermore, a high plasticity index in the amorphous NWs means that even if the sample starts to plastically deform, the specimen will not suddenly fail, as usually happens in bulk metallic glasses. Therefore, amorphous NWs overcome, at least to some extent, one of the main drawbacks of the mechanical performance of bulk metallic glasses, i.e., their limited plasticity and high brittleness. The results suggest that the mechanical endurance (i.e., life-time) of patterned metallic glasses is possibly significantly higher than that of patterned crystalline alloys, where the plasticity index is lower. This effect is important for the use of these materials in any kind of micro-/nano-electromechanical system, such as in small sensors, actuators, micro-/nano-robots, micro-gears, ultrasharp micro-blades, surgical micro-scissors, etc.\textsuperscript{9,40,41}

Finally, since no pop-in events are observed in the loading curves of the amorphous films and nanowires, any difference in $H$ or $E_r$ between both types of samples can be linked to the changes in the cohesive stress or internal friction coefficient. As indicated in Fig. 5, the cohesive stress increases from 2 GPa (in the films) to 9 GPa (in the nanowires), whereas $\beta_{M-C}$ decreases from 0.194 in the films to 0.123 in the NWs. The smaller $\beta_{M-C}$ obtained in the NWs suggests that glassy nanowires deviate less significantly from the yielding criterion of crystalline materials (i.e., Tresca) as compared to the amorphous films. This is opposite to what is encountered in thermally-annealed metallic glasses, where the annihilation of free volume increases the pressure-sensitivity index (i.e., the value of $\beta_{M-C}$).\textsuperscript{42}

4. Conclusions

In summary, comparative nanoindentation studies of electrodeposited metallic NWs and $\mu$m thick films reveal dissimilar nanomechanical behavior at the nanoscale depending on whether the investigated alloys are amorphous or crystalline. While the lateral physical constraints imposed by the reduced sample dimensions of the NWs induce an increase of $H$ and $E$ (and a decrease of the plasticity index) in the crystalline compositions, opposite trends in $E$ and plasticity are observed in the case of nanoscale glassy specimens. The different deformation mechanisms in both types of materials are discussed in detail. This work also provides clear protocols on how to investigate the nanomechanical properties of cylindrical NWs deposited onto rigid substrates using nanoindentation. In particular, we show the importance of taking the curved geometry of the specimens into account. The results reveal that the conventional method of Oliver and Pharr is not applicable to the case of indented nanowires. From a fundamental point of view, our results shed light on the intricate deformation behavior of ultra-small glassy samples whose plastic flow occurs without shear band activity. The high intrinsic plasticity of the amorphous NWs is of technological relevance since this parameter contributes to enhance the endurance of any structural component used in micro-/nano-devices.
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